
Unknown man, dagUerreotype by 
robert CorneliUs, C. 1839

‘Intense Teen with Gray Backdrop’

The quality of the composition of the photograph and the unique pose of the model suggests an artist with some 
experience and who is perhaps quite eccentric, as it was not customary to emote in any way in professional pho-
tographs at the time. It is plain to see of course; by the name of the photographer, that he indeed does have some 
knowledge of the craft as Robert Cornelius is credited as being the foremost pioneer of photography, quite literally 
the father of the craft.

The young man is quite the model; his posture is both commanding and penetrating, with his eyes cast down and 
away from the lens coupled with a furrowed brow. He manages to capture a genuine darkness without looking 
contrived or affected. 

The technical aspects of the photograph are what are most staggering. As to be expected, the depth of field is very 
shallow, his 
peripherals quite unfocused and soft. That being said, the clarity, sharpness and focus of his face is simply as-
tounding, one appraisal of the photograph remarked that the model must have endured a very long exposure time, 
it is clear the photographer stood in front of him (slightly to the subjects right) for quite a while to ensure the 
development of the exposure was ideal.

A gray backdrop was apparently used with a reflected light source or natural lighting directed towards his right 
top side , creating intense, clear shadows and outlines for the models features.

Apparently, Daguerre once said that if one were to ever Daguerreotype the human face (the successful outcome 
of which he deeply doubted) they would need to hold a sheet of deep blue glass, which was to be placed beside the 
camera to reduce yellow light and effectively reduce exposure time, perhaps this method was used.

This photograph is singular in its beauty, strangeness and the time and technical prowess required to gain such a 
flawless result. There is a rarity in its presence and a solemn, distinguished sorrow that accompanies it now and 
throughout the ages.


